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Abstract
The paper presents two algorithms involving shooting in three dimensions. We first present an algorithm for per-
forming ray shooting amid several special classes of n triangles in three dimensions, including sets of fat triangles,
and sets of triangles stabbed by a common line. In all these special cases, our technique requires near-linear pre-
processing and storage, and answers a query in O(n2/3+ε) time. This improves the best known result of O(n3/4+ε)
query time (with near-linear storage) for general triangles. The second algorithm handles stone-throwing amid ar-
bitrary triangles in 3-space, where the curves along which we shoot are vertical parabolic arcs that are trajectories
of stones thrown under gravity. We present an algorithm that answers stone-throwing queries in O(n3/4+ε) time,
using near linear storage and preprocessing. As far as we know, this is the first nontrivial solution of this problem.
Several extensions of both algorithms are also presented.
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1. Introduction
The ray shooting problem is to preprocess a set of objects such that the first object hit by a query ray
can be determined efficiently. The ray shooting problem has received considerable attention in the past
because of its applications in computer graphics and other geometric problems. The planar case has been
studied thoroughly. Optimal solutions, which answer a ray shooting query in O(logn) time using O(n)
space, have been proposed for some special cases [8,10,15]. For an arbitrary collection of segments in
the plane, the best known algorithm answers a ray shooting query in time O( n√
s
logO(1) n) using O(s1+ε)
space and preprocessing [2,5,7], where s is a parameter that can vary between n and n2. (We follow
throughout the paper the convention that bounds that depend on ε hold for any ε > 0, where the constant
of proportionality depends on ε, and generally tends to ∞ as ε tends to 0.)
The three-dimensional ray shooting problem seems much harder and it is still far from being fully
solved. Most studies of this problem consider the case where the given set is a collection of triangles.
If these triangles are the faces of a convex polyhedron, then an optimal algorithm (with O(n) storage
and O(logn) query time) can be obtained using the hierarchical decomposition scheme of Dobkin and
Kirkpatrick [14]. If the triangles form a polyhedral terrain (an xy-monotone piecewise-linear surface),
then the technique of Chazelle et al. [9] yields an algorithm that requires O(n2+ε) space and answers
ray shooting queries in O(logn) time. The best known algorithm for the general ray shooting problem
(involving triangles) is due to Agarwal and Matoušek [4]; it answers a ray shooting query in time O(n1+ε
s1/4
),
with O(s1+ε) space and preprocessing, where the parameter s can range between n and n4. See [4,5] for
more details. A variant of this technique was presented in [6] for the case of ray shooting amid a collection
of convex polyhedra.
On the other hand, there are certain special cases of the 3-dimensional ray shooting problem which can
be solved more efficiently. For example, if the objects are planes or halfplanes, ray shooting amid them
can be performed in time O(n1+ε
s1/3
), with O(s1+ε) space and preprocessing; see [3] for details. If the objects
are horizontal fat triangles or axis-parallel polyhedra, ray shooting can be performed in time O(logn)
using O(n2+ε) space; see [13] for details. If the objects are spheres, ray shooting can be performed in
time O(nε) with O(n3+ε) space; see [19] (the query time can be reduced to polylogarithmic by using
partition trees with non-constant fan-out). Both for ray shooting in terrains and for ray shooting in axis-
parallel polyhedra, one can also get the standard trade-off between query time and storage—see e.g. [12].
In this paper we consider several special cases of the ray shooting problem, including the case of
arbitrary fat triangles and the case of triangles stabbed by a common line. We present an improved
solution for the case where only near-linear storage is allowed. Specifically, we improve the query time
to O(n2/3+ε), using O(n1+ε) space and preprocessing. Curiously, at the other end of the trade-off, we did
not manage to improve upon the general case, and so O(n4+ε) storage is still required for logarithmic-
time queries. These two extreme bounds lead to a different trade-off, which is also presented in this
paper.
Next we study another problem of shooting along arcs amid triangles in three dimensions, which we
refer to as stone throwing. In this problem we are given a set T of n triangles in R3, and we wish to
preprocess them into a data structure that can answer efficiently stone throwing queries, where each
query specifies a point p ∈ R3 and an initial velocity vector v ∈ R3; these parameters define a vertical
parabolic trajectory traced by a stone thrown from p with initial velocity v under gravity (which we
assume to be exerted in the negative z-direction), and the query asks for the first triangle of T to be hit by
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this trajectory. The query has six degrees of freedom, but the parabola π that contains the stone trajectory
has only five degrees of freedom, which is one more than the number of degrees of freedom for lines in
space.Unlike the case of ray shooting, we consider here the basic case where the triangles of T are arbitrary,
and present a solution that uses near-linear storage and answers stone-throwing queries in time O(n3/4+ε).
These performance bounds are interesting, since they are identical to the best bounds known for the
general ray-shooting problem, even though the stone-throwing problem appears to be harder since it
involves one additional degree of freedom. At present we do not know whether the problem admits a
faster solution for the special classes of triangles considered in the first part of the paper. Moreover, at
the other extreme end of the trade-off, where we wish to answer stone-throwing queries in O(logn) time,
the best solution that we have requires O(n5+ε) storage, which is larger, by a factor of n, than the best
known solution for the ray-shooting problem. (This latter solution is not presented in this paper.)
As far as we know, this is the first non-trivial treatment of the stone throwing problem. The method can
be easily extended to answer shooting queries along other types of trajectories, with similar performance
bounds (i.e., near linear storage and preprocessing and near n3/4 query time). In fact, this holds for
shooting along the graph of any univariate algebraic function of constant degree that lies in any vertical
plane.
2. Ray shooting amid fat triangles and related classes
2.1. Preliminaries
In this paper we assume that the given triangles are all non-vertical (i.e., none of them is parallel to
the z-axis). The case of vertical triangles is considerably simpler, and can be treated using a simplified
variant of the method presented below.
A triangle  is α-fat (or fat, in short) if all its internal angles are larger than some fixed angle α.
A positive curtain (resp., negative curtain) is an unbounded polygon in space with three edges, two of
which are parallel to the z-axis and extend to z = +∞ (resp., z = −∞). In the extreme case where these
vertical edges are missing, the curtain is a vertical halfplane bounded by a single line. Curtains have been
studied in [13], but as a class of input objects of its own, rather than as an aid for a general ray shooting
problem, as studied here.
Given a segment s in space, we denote by C+(s) (resp., C−(s)) the positive (resp., negative) curtain
that is defined by s, i.e., whose bounded edge is s.
We say that a point p is above (below) a triangle  if the vertical projection of p on the xy-plane lies
inside the vertical projection of , and p is above (below) the plane containing .
Claim 2.1. Given a non-vertical triangle  with three edges e1, e2 and e3 and a non-vertical segment
pq , all in R3, then the segment pq intersects the triangle  if and only if (exactly) one of the following
conditions holds:
(i) pq intersects one positive curtain C+(ei) and one negative curtain C−(ej ) of two distinct respective
edges ei , ej of .
(ii) One of the endpoints p,q is below  and pq intersects one positive curtain C+(ei) of .
242 M. Sharir, H. Shaul / Computational Geometry 30 (2005) 239–252Fig. 1. Intersection of a ray and a triangle in three dimensions. The four situations asserted in Claim 2.1 are shown left to right.
(iii) One of the endpoints is above  and pq intersects one negative curtain C−(ei) of .
(iv) p is above  and q is below  or vice versa.
Proof. Straightforward; see Fig. 1. 
2.2. Overview of the algorithm
We first sketch the outline of our algorithm before describing it in detail.
Reduction to segment emptiness. Given a set T of triangles and a ray ρ, specified by a point p and a
direction d , we want to determine the first triangle t∗ ∈ T intersected by ρ. We use the parametric search
technique, as in Agarwal and Matoušek [3], to reduce this problem to the segment emptiness problem,
that is, to the problem of determining whether a query segment pq , where q is a variable point along ρ,
intersects any triangle in T .
An algorithm that solves this latter segment-emptiness problem proceeds through the following steps.
Partitioning a triangle into semi-canonical triangles. We start by decomposing each triangle into O(1)
sub-triangles, where each sub-triangle has two semi-canonical edges. A semi-canonical edge is an edge
whose containing line belongs to a family that has three degrees of freedom, i.e., it can be represented
by three real parameters (as opposed to four degrees of freedom for arbitrary lines in space). Examples
of triangles that can be partitioned into such semi-canonical triangles are fat triangles, triangles stabbed
by a common simple curve (e.g., a fixed line), and triangles tangent to a common simple surface (e.g., a
fixed sphere). See below for details.
Discarding triangles whose xy-projections do not intersect the xy-projection of the query segment. De-
note the projection of an object a by a. We project the triangles and the query segment pq on the
xy-plane, and obtain a compact representation of the set of all triangles whose xy-projections are inter-
sected by pq . This set will be the union of a small number of canonical, preprocessed sets, and we apply
the subsequent stages of the algorithm to each such subset. Moreover, we construct these sets in such a
way that allows us to know which pair of edges of each triangle t in a canonical set are intersected by
the segment in the projection. At least one of these edges is necessarily semi-canonical; we call it etc, and
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call the other edge etr . We also collect in canonical sets triangles whose projections contain one or two
endpoints of pq . Handling such triangles is somewhat simpler than triangles of the former kind. This
is a fairly standard range searching task, and can be answered by constructing a multi-level structure,
where each level checks for one of a conjunction of conditions. As before, the total complexity of the
storage needed by the structure is as that of its costliest level (in relation to storage), and the time needed
to answer a query is as that of its costliest level (in relation to query time). The storage requirement of
this structure in our case is O(n1+ε), and the query time is O(n1/2+ε). See [1] for examples of similar
structures. In the remainder of this overview we only consider canonical sets of the former kind.
Checking for intersection with curtains. We next need to test whether there exists a triangle t∗ in a
given canonical set such that the query segment intersects the positive curtain C+(etc) and the negative
curtain C−(etr ). The symmetric case, involving C−(etc) and C+(etr ), is handled similarly.
We first collect all triangles t in a canonical subset so that pq intersects the positive curtain C+(etc)
erected from the semi-canonical edge etc of t . The output is again a union of a small number of canonical
sets. The fact that the edges etc are semi-canonical allows us to represent these curtains as points in a
3-dimensional space (rather than 4-dimensional as in the case of general curtains or lines in space), and
this property is crucial for obtaining the improved query time.
Finally, for each of the new canonical sets, we test whether the segment intersects the negative curtain
C−(etr ), erected over the other edge etr of at least one triangle in the set. This step is done using the
(standard) representation of lines in R3 as points or hyperplanes in the 5-dimensional Plücker space, and
exploiting the linear structure of this representation [9]. Symmetrically, we test, over all canonical sets,
whether pq intersects the negative curtain C−(etc) and the positive curtain C+(etr ) of at least one trian-
gle t . Any successful test at this stage implies that pq intersects a triangle in T . We also test for intersec-
tions of the types (ii)–(iv) listed in Claim 2.1 using similar techniques (described in more detail below).
As our analysis will show, this multi-level structure uses O(n1+ε) space and preprocessing and can
answer queries in O(n2/3+ε) time.
2.3. Partitioning a triangle into semi-canonical triangles
2.3.1. Fat triangles
Assume that the triangles are not “too vertical”. This assumption is needed to assure that a fat triangle
in 3-space has a fat projection on the xy-plane. More formally, we assume that the angle formed between
the xy-plane and the plane that supports any triangle in T is at most θ , where cos θ = 1√3 . Steeper
triangles can (and will) be handled by an appropriate permutation of the coordinate axes. (Every triangle
has this property with respect to at least one coordinate plane.)
It is easy to see that there exists a set of vertical planes D of size O(1/α), such that, for each vertex
v of any α-fat triangle t which is not too vertical, it is possible to split t into two (non-empty) triangles
by a segment incident to v which is parallel to some plane in D. We refer to such a segment as being
semi-canonical.
Given a set T of α-fat, not-too-vertical triangles, we decompose each triangle  ∈ T into four trian-
gles, such that each new triangle has at least two semi-canonical edges. This is easy to do, in the manner
illustrated in Fig. 2; a similar construction, for horizontal fat triangles, has been used by de Berg et al.
[13]. We refer to the resulting sub-triangles as semi-canonical.
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Fig. 3. Partitioning a triangle stabbed by a line  into three semi-canonical triangles.
We partition T into O(1/α2) canonical families, where all triangles in the same family have two edges
parallel to two fixed canonical planes. We preprocess each family separately. Let F be a fixed canonical
family. Let us assume, without loss of generality, that the two corresponding canonical planes are the
xz-plane and the yz-plane. (Since our problem is affine-invariant, we can achieve this reduction by an
appropriate affine transformation.)
The negative curtain C−(etc) extended from (the line containing) a semi-canonical edge parallel to the
xz-plane has three degrees of freedom, and can be represented as Cζ,η,ξ = {(x, y, z) | y = ξ, z ζx +η},
for three real parameters ζ, η, ξ . The query line  that contains pq can be represented as a,b,c,d =
{(x, y, z) | z = ay +b, x = cy +d}, for four real parameters a, b, c, d . We represent (the line bounding) a
negative curtain Cζ,η,ξ as the point (ζ, η, ξ) in a 3-dimensional parametric space Π . A query line a,b,c,d
intersects the negative curtain Cζ,η,ξ if and only if aξ + b  ζ(cξ + d) + η, which defines a pseudo-
halfspace in Π bounded by the hyperbolic paraboloid η = −cζ ξ + aξ − dζ + b. If we regard η as the
third, vertical coordinate axis in Π , then the point (ζ, η, ξ) representing C−(etc) lies above the paraboloid
if and only if the line a,b,c,d intersects C−(etc). In other words, we transform the problem of computing
the set of negative curtains that are intersected by a query line to the problem of computing the subset of
the curtain-representing points that lie in the pseudo-halfspace above a query hyperbolic paraboloid.
2.3.2. Triangles stabbed by a common line
Observe that a triangle intersecting a fixed line  can be covered by three triangles, each having two
edges with an endpoint on , as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Assume, without loss of generality, that the triangles are stabbed by the z-axis. In this case, the repre-
sentation of a semi-canonical negative curtain becomes: Cζ,η,ξ = {(x, y, z) | z ζx + η, y = ξx}. Again,
a curtain defined by such an edge can be represented as a point (ζ, η, ξ) in a 3-dimensional paramet-
ric space Π . A query line a,b,c,d = {(x, y, z) | z = ax + b, y = cx + d} intersects Cζ,η,ξ if and only if
(ηξ + dζ + bc − da − bξ − ηc)(ξ − c)  0, as is easily checked. The first factor is the equation of
a pseudo-halfspace bounded by a hyperbolic paraboloid in Π . Here too, we have thus transformed the
problem of computing the set of negative curtains that are intersected by a query line to the problem of
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computing the subset of curtain-representing points that lie in a semi-algebraic portion of 3-space that is
bounded by a hyperbolic paraboloid and a vertical plane.2.3.3. Other extensions
As stated earlier, this algorithm can be extended to any set of triangles, each having two edges that
can each be described by three parameters (or where each triangle can be covered by such triangles).
For example, triangles stabbed by an algebraic curve of constant degree, triangles tangent to an algebraic
surface of constant degree, etc. In all these cases, our analysis can be extended to yield an algorithm that
requires O(n1+ε) storage and preprocessing, and answers ray shooting queries in O(n2/3+ε) time.
2.4. Finding intersections with semi-canonical curtains
Let T ′ be one of the canonical sets output in the previous stage, consisting of triangles with the
property that pq crosses two of their edges. For each t ∈ T ′, let etc, etr denote the two edges of t whose xy-
projections are crossed by pq , where etc is semi-canonical (each triangle in the canonical set is associated
with such a pair of pre-computed edges). In the next stage, we preprocess T ′ into additional levels of
the data structure, which allow us to compute the subset of all those triangles for which pq intersects
C−(etc).
We choose some parameter r  n, and obtain a partition of the (set of points in Π representing the)
semi-canonical lines into m = O(r) subsets L1, . . . ,Lm, such that each set consists of O(n/r) points,
and the following property holds. For each query line , let σ denote the surface bounding the para-
metric region σ+ of all negative semi-canonical curtain crossed by . Then σ separates the points of at
most O(r2/3+ε) sets. This partitioning follows, in a routine manner, from the technique of Agarwal and
Matoušek [4] for range searching with semi-algebraic sets.
Given a query surface that represents the query line , every set Li either lies entirely in the “crossing
region” σ+ , lies entirely outside σ
+
 , or is separated by σ. If Li ∩ σ+ = ∅, we ignore Li . If Li ⊂ σ+ , we
pass Li to the next level of the data structure. Otherwise we recurse into Li .
Using this structure, we output the set of all triangles that have a negative semi-canonical curtain
intersected by pq (and have another edge whose projection is intersected by pq), as the union of pre-
computed sets of triangles. Similarly, we can output, in the same fashion, the set of all triangles that have
a positive semi-canonical curtain intersected by pq .
Consider next the case where T ′ is a canonical set of triangles with the property that their xy-
projections contain one endpoint of pq , say p, and have an edge whose projection intersects pq . Rather
than preprocessing curtain-representing points in Π , we preprocess the set of planes in R3 that contain
the triangles of T ′, so that we can efficiently represent the set of all triangles in T ′ whose planes pass
above a query point p (or below such a point). To do so, we dualize 3-space, mapping these planes into
points, and any query point into a query plane, where the task is to determine the set of all the dual points
that lie above the dual query plane. This is a standard three-dimensional range-query task, which can
be done in much the same way as above, using query planes instead of query surfaces, with the same
asymptotic performance bounds.
Finally, consider the simplest case of all, where T ′ is a canonical set of triangles with the property
that their xy-projections contain both p and q . We preprocess T ′ exactly as in the preceding paragraph,
and query it with the point p. Let T ′′ be a canonical subset of the query output, consisting of triangles
whose planes pass above p. We then need to determine whether T ′′ contains a triangle whose plane
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passes below q , and then report an intersection of the type (iv) listed in Claim 2.1. This final task is easy
to accomplish: we compute the lower envelope of the planes of the triangles in T ′′, which is a convex
polyhedron, and preprocess it for efficient point location queries, which determine whether a query point
q lies above or below the envelope. Note that q lies above the envelope if and only if it passes above
a plane containing a triangle of T ′′. Putting n′′ = |T ′′|, this final task can be performed in O(n′′ logn′′)
preprocessing time, O(n′′) storage, and O(logn′′) query time.
2.5. Determining an intersection with ordinary curtains
We now describe the last level of our data structure, for the remaining types of canonical subsets,
excluding those that correspond to case (iv) of Claim 2.1. The output of a query segment pq , as it passes
through the preceding levels, is a collection of canonical precom-puted sets of triangles. Each such subset
T ′′ has the property that pq intersects C−(etc), for every triangle t ∈ T ′′, or that p lies below every
triangle t ∈ T ′′; moreover, the projection of pq onto the xy-plane intersects the projection of a second,
not necessarily semi-canonical, edge etr of t . It is therefore sufficient to check whether pq intersects any
of the corresponding positive curtains C+(etr ).
This task is equivalent to testing whether there exists a line in a given set of lines in 3-space (namely,
the extensions of the edges etr ) which passes below a query line (which is the line containing pq). Equiv-
alently, it suffices to test whether all the input lines pass above the query line.
This task can be accomplished by mapping the data lines to points, and the query line to a hyperplane,
in Plücker’s 5-space [9], and by applying Matoušek’s algorithm for halfspace emptiness detection [17].
This algorithm, which is based on the so-called shallow cutting lemma, runs in O(n1/22O(log∗ n)) time,
with linear space and O(n logn) preprocessing time.
The overall cost of the algorithm. The space requirement Σ(n) of any level in our data structure (in-
cluding all the subsequent levels below it), for a set of n triangles, satisfies the recurrence











where Σ ′(n) is the space requirement of the next levels, for a set of n triangles. If Σ ′(n) = O(n1+ε),
for any ε > 0, then, choosing r to be a sufficiently large constant that depends on ε, one can show that
Σ(n) = O(n1+ε), for any ε > 0, as well. Since Σ ′(n) = O(n) at the bottom level of the structure, this
implies that the overall storage required by the data structure is O(n1+ε), for any ε > 0. The preprocessing
time obeys a similar recurrence whose solution is also O(n1+ε).
Similarly, the query time Q(n) of any level in our data structure, for a set of n triangles, satisfies the
recurrence











where Q′(n) is the query time at the next levels (for n triangles). If Q′(n) = O(n2/3+ε) for any ε > 0 (it
is 0 at the bottom level of the structure), then, choosing r as above, it follows that Q(n) = O(n2/3+ε), for
any ε > 0, as well. In conclusion, we thus obtain:
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Theorem 2.2. The ray shooting problem amid n fat triangles in R3 can be solved with a query time
O(n2/3+ε), using a data structure of size O(n1+ε), which can be constructed in O(n1+ε) time, for any
ε > 0. The same bounds apply to each of the other special classes of triangles listed above.2.6. Trading space for query time
So far, we have only considered algorithms that use near-linear storage. At the other end of the spec-
trum, using O(n4+ε) space and preprocessing, ray shooting queries for general triangles can be answered
in logarithmic time [5,13]; there are no known better bounds for the special cases that we discuss. By
combining these two solutions, a trade-off between storage and query time can be obtained, as in [5,
11,18]. The idea behind these techniques is to build a partition-tree-like data structure, as described in
the preceding subsections, up to a certain depth. At that depth we apply the more space-consuming
construction to each of the subsets of triangles stored at the (new) leaves. For example, if we re-
curse up to a depth where there are O(nα) triangles in each leaf of the partition tree, then we need
O(n1−αnα(4+ε)) = O(n1+3α+εα) space, and the query time is O((n1−α)2/3+ε logn) = O(n2/3−2/3α+ε). This
two-way construction has to be applied to each level of our data structure, but, as shown in [5,11,18], this
does not affect the overall trade-off just noted. Putting m = n1+3α , or nα = (m/n)1/3, the storage becomes
O(m1+ε) and the query becomes O(n2/3+ε(m/n)−2/9) = O(n8/9+ε/m2/9). In summary, we have shown:
Theorem 2.3. For any parameter nm n4, the ray shooting problem for a set of n fat triangles, or n
triangles stabbed by a common line, or any of the other special cases of Section 2.3, can be solved using
O(m1+ε) space and preprocessing, and O(n8/9+ε/m2/9) query time.
3. Stone throwing amid arbitrary triangles
If any one of you is without sin, let him be the first to throw a stone . . . (John 8:7).
Next we study another problem of shooting along arcs amid triangles in three dimensions, which
we refer to as stone throwing. In this problem we are given a set T of n triangles in R3, and we wish
to preprocess them into a data structure that can answer efficiently stone throwing queries, where each
query specifies a point p ∈R3 and a velocity vector v ∈R3; these parameters define a parabolic trajectory
traced by a stone thrown from p with initial velocity v under gravity (which we assume to be exerted in
the negative z-direction), and the query asks for the first triangle of T to be hit by this trajectory.
The query has six degrees of freedom, but the parabola π that contains the stone trajectory has only
five degrees of freedom. Two of them define the vertical plane Vπ (parallel to the z-axis) in which π lies,
and three define the planar equation of π within Vπ . That is, we can specify the parabola, e.g., by the
quintuple (a, b, c, d, e) that define the equations y = ax+b, z = cx2 +dx+e. (We ignore, for simplicity
of presentation, the simpler case where Vπ is parallel to the yz-plane.) Note that, under gravity, we have
c < 0, i.e., π is concave.
Unlike our treatment of the case of ray shooting, we only consider here the basic case where the
triangles of T are arbitrary, and present a solution that uses near-linear storage and preprocessing, and
answers stone-throwing queries in time O(n3/4+ε). These bounds are interesting, since they are identical
to the best bounds known for the general ray-shooting problem, even though the stone-throwing problem
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seems to be harder than ray shooting, since it involves one additional degree of freedom. At present we
do not know whether the problem admits a faster solution for the special classes of triangles considered
in the first part of the paper. Moreover, at the other extreme end of the trade-off, where we wish to answer
stone-throwing queries in O(logn) time, the best solution that we have requires O(n5+ε) storage, which
is larger, by a factor of n, than the best known solution for the ray-shooting problem. We omit in this
paper the description of this alternative solution.
Using the parametric searching technique, as in [3] and Section 2, we can reduce the problem to testing
emptiness of concave vertical parabolic arcs, in which we wish to determine whether such a query arc
intersects any triangle in T .
Claim 3.1. Given a non-vertical triangle , contained in a plane h, with three edges e1, e2 and e3, and
given a parabolic arc p˜q contained in some concave vertical parabola π , and delimited by the points
p,q , all in R3, then the arc p˜q intersects the triangle  if and only if (exactly) one of the following
conditions holds (in the first four conditions the intersection consists of a single point, and in the last
three it consists of two points):
(1.i) p˜q intersects one positive curtain C+(ei) and one negative curtain C−(ej ) of .
(1.ii) One endpoint, say p, lies below , and p˜q intersects one positive curtain C+(ei) of .
(1.iii) One endpoint, say p, lies above , and p˜q intersects one negative curtain C−(ei) of .
(1.iv) One endpoint lies above , and the other endpoint lies below .
(2.i) The parabola π intersects the plane h, p˜q intersects two negative curtains C−(ei) and C−(ej ), at
the respective intersection points p1 and p2, and S(p1) slope(h ∩ Vπ) S(p2) (or vice versa),
where S(x) is the slope of the tangent to π at point x, and slope(h ∩ Vπ) is the slope of this
intersection line within the vertical plane Vπ .
(2.ii) One endpoint, say p, lies below , π intersects the plane h, p˜q intersects one negative curtain
C−(ei) of  at some point p1, and S(p1)  slope(h ∩ Vπ)  S(p), or S(p)  slope(h ∩ Vπ) 
S(p1).
(2.iii) The parabola π intersects the plane h, p and q lie below , and S(p)  slope(h ∩ Vπ)  S(q)
(or vice versa).
Proof. Straightforward. The first four conditions are similar to the ones given in Claim 2.1. The fifth
condition is depicted in Fig. 4, and the last two conditions are similar to it. 
Fig. 4. Intersection of a vertical concave parabolic arc and a triangle: Case (v) of Claim 3.1.
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As in the case of ray shooting, we can use Claim 3.1 to design an algorithm that solves the parabolic arc
emptiness problem by testing whether any of the conditions (1.i)–(2.iii) holds. In the interest of brevity,
we only describe how to check for conditions (1.i) and (2.i). The other conditions can be handled in a
similar (and somewhat simpler) manner.
3.1. Testing condition (1.i)
Let γ = p˜q be a concave vertical parabolic arc. The general approach is similar to that used in Sec-
tion 2 for the segment emptiness problem, and uses a multi-level data structure. We use the top levels to
determine the triangles of T whose xy-projections are crossed by the xy-projection γ of γ , which is a
line segment, and such that both endpoints of γ lie outside the projected triangle. This is done exactly as
before. Let T ′ be a canonical set of triangles that is output for γ at these top levels, where, in addition,
each triangle t ∈ T ′ is associated with two of its edges et1, et2 whose xy-projections are crossed by the
projection of γ . As above, we can replace these edges by the straight lines that contain them, and the
query arc γ by the entire parabola π that contains it, and we need to determine whether π crosses the
negative curtain of et1 and the positive curtain of et2 for some t ∈ T ′ (or vice versa).
Both steps are handled in a similar manner. Consider, for example, the case of the negative curtains
of the edges et1. We map the lines supporting these edges to points in an appropriate 4-dimensional
parametric space, and denote by T ∗ the resulting set of points. We map each concave vertical parabola
π into the surface σπ consisting of all points that represent lines that touch π . We apply to T ∗ the
partitioning technique of Agarwal and Matoušek [4], which partitions T ∗ into r subsets, each consisting
of O(n/r) points, so that any surface σπ separates the points in at most O(r3/4+ε) subsets. This result
depends on the existence of a vertical decomposition of the four-dimensional arrangement of any m
surfaces σπ into O(m4+ε) elementary cells (see [4] for details), which follows from a recent result of
Koltun [16]. We apply this partitioning step recursively, and obtain a partition tree, similar to those
constructed earlier. Similar structures are constructed at the next level, which handles positive curtains
erected over the other edges et2 of triangles in each resulting canonical subset. Recall that at this stage we
only need to determine whether there exists a triangle t in the canonical subset T whose edge et2 passes
below π . With an appropriate parametrization this can be expressed as testing whether any point in T ∗
lies below the surface σπ . This test is simpler than the preceding one, but we make no attempt to optimize
it, and instead use the same partition tree as in the preceding level. We omit the further straightforward
details. Arguing as above, one can show that the overall data structure requires O(n1+ε) storage and
preprocessing, and tests for condition (1.i) in overall time O(n3/4+ε).
3.2. Testing condition (2.i)
This test is somewhat more involved than the preceding one. It also constructs a multi-level data
structure, whose top levels are similar to the entire structure of the preceding data structure. Using them,
we can collect, for a query arc γ , canonical subsets of triangles, so that, for each triangle t in each such
set T ′, γ intersects the negative curtains erected over both edges et1, et2 of t .
In the next level, we collect those triangles t that also satisfy the condition that the parabola π contain-
ing γ intersects the plane containing t . This is done by mapping the planes containing the triangles t ∈ T ′
points in dual 3-space, and by mapping any query parabola π to the surface σπ , consisting of all points
that are dual to planes tangent to π . Applying the range-searching technique of [4], we can output the sub-
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set of the desired triangles as the union of a collection of canonical sets, as above. Since this level deals
with points in 3-space, its performance is better than that of the preceding curtain-intersection levels.
It remains to test, for each such output set T ′, whether there exists t ∈ T ′, such that the two slope
conditions, over C−(et1) and C−(et2), are satisfied. The next levels test for the slope conditions. Consider
the slope condition over C−(et1), for a triangle t in a canonical subset T ′′ (that is, the condition S(p1)
slope(h∩Vπ)). There are two slopes that need to be compared. The first is the slope S(p1) of the tangent
to π at the point p1 where it crosses C−(et1). This slope depends only on two of the parameters that
specify t , namely the coefficients of the equation of the xy-projection of et1. The second slope is that
of the line h ∩ Vπ , which depends only on the equation of the plane h containing t . Moreover, if the
equation of this plane is z = ξx + ηy + ζ , then the slope is independent of ζ . In other words, the overall
slope condition can be expressed as a semi-algebraic condition that depends on only four parameters
that specify t . Hence, we can represent the triangles of T ′′ as points in an appropriate 4-dimensional
parametric space, and map each parabola π into a semi-algebraic set of so-called constant description
complexity [20] in that space, which represents all triangles t for which π satisfies the slope condition over
C−(et1). We now apply the partitioning technique of [4] for the set of points representing the triangles of
T ′′ and for the set of ranges corresponding to parabolas π , as just defined. (Again, since we are in 4-space,
the recent bounds of [16] allows us to apply the technique of [4], with the same performance bounds as
in the testing of condition (1.i).) The slope condition over the other negative curtains C−(et2) is handled
in the next and final level of the data structure, in exactly the same way as just described. We omit the
further technical but routine details of handling these levels, which are similar to those already discussed.
Since each level of the data structure deals with sets of points in some parametric space of dimension
at most four, the preceding analysis implies that the overall query time is O(n3/4+ε), and the storage
remains O(n1+ε), for any ε > 0.
Extending these techniques to the other remaining five conditions of Claim 3.1, and omitting all further
(but routine) details, we thus obtain:
Theorem 3.2. A set of n triangles in R3 can be preprocessed into a data structure of size O(n1+ε) in time
O(n1+ε), so that any stone-throwing query can be answered in time O(n3/4+ε).
3.3. Shooting along bounded-degree algebraic curves
As mentioned in the introduction, this result can be extended to shooting along arcs that are graphs
of univariate algebraic functions of constant maximum degree that lie in any vertical plane. We simply
break such a graph into its maximal convex and concave portions, at points where the second derivative
vanishes. It is easily verified that Claim 3.1 holds for any vertical concave arc and its symmetric coun-
terpart holds for any vertical convex arc. We can therefore apply a similar algorithm to detect whether
a concave or convex vertical arc intersects any triangle, and apply it to each of the O(1) concave and
convex portions of the query arc. This is done in essentially the same manner as in the stone throwing
algorithm, and we omit the routine details. We thus obtain:
Theorem 3.3. A set of n triangles in R3 can be preprocessed into a data structure of size O(n1+ε) in time
O(n1+ε), so that shooting along any vertical algebraic arc of constant maximum degree can be answered
in time O(n3/4+ε).
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4. Conclusions
We have presented algorithms and data structures for answering various ray shooting queries. All these
structures require O(n1+ε) storage and preprocessing time, and answer a query in sub-linear time. Our
results either improve upon previous bounds, or give the first published bounds for the problem. Our
data structures are fairly standard multi-level range searching structures, which make use of the partition
technique of Matoušek. In the most significant levels, the data is transformed into parametric space where
every line (extension of some triangle edge) is transformed into a point, and the query line (the extension
of the query ray) is transformed into a semi-algebraic range in that space. The query then becomes a
range searching query, and is carried out using known techniques, such as that of [4].
The innovation of these structures comes from an observation that reduces the dimension of the para-
metric space used at the critical level(s) of the structure. In the case of ray shooting amid special classes
of triangles, this space is three dimensional (as opposed to the standard four), which results in O(n2/3+ε)
query time. In the case of stone throwing amid general triangles, this space is four dimensional, which
results in O(n3/4+ε) query time.
We did not manage to extend these ideas to improve the storage (and preprocessing time) of data
structures that answer queries in logarithmic time. In this other end of the spectrum, the standard approach
is to represent a query ray (or its extension to a line) as a point in some parametric space. The triangle
edges (or the lines that support them) are transformed to (surfaces bounding) certain semi-algebraic
ranges in that parametric space. The data structure then answers a query by locating the cell of the
arrangement of these surfaces that contains the query point. The fact that the surfaces can be represented
by only three parameters does not seem to help here—we still need to consider arrangements in the
4-dimensional parametric space of lines in space (since the query line is not restricted, and can be any
line in space). It is an intriguing open question whether the special structure of the arrangement can be
exploited to reduce the storage cost.
Finally, we pose the open problem of improving the performance of the stone throwing algorithm for
special classes of triangles, such as those that we have considered in the ray-shooting part of the paper.
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